We present ArcLink, a proof-of-concept system that complements open source Wayback Machine installations by optimizing the construction, storage, and access to the temporal web graph. We divide the web graph construction into four stages (filtering, extraction, storage, and access) and explore optimization for each stage. ArcLink extends the current web archive interfaces to return content and structural metadata for each URI.
INTRODUCTION
The web graph is a directed graph where each vertex represents a URI and the edges represent a hyperlink between them. Web archives preserve web pages before they change or disappear forever. Each page, identified by a URI, may have one or more snapshots (called mementos) with different timestamps from which we can construct a Temporal Web Graph. The temporal web graph may have more than one memento for each URI. So the graph structure is changing through the time.
We used the collaborative IIPC Olympics 2010 collection 1 , a collection of websites about the 2010 Winter Olympics for experimental use. The collection was crawled between 11/2009 and 03/2010 during the 2010 winter Olympics, the corpus size was 700GB+.
Various research motivated the implementation of ArcLink. The International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) 1 http://olympics.us.archive.org/ Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). proposed a set of use cases for accessing web archives [3] ; the report highlighted the importance of the linking information (the outgoing and the incoming links) of the archived web for analysis purposes. AlNoamany et al. [1] found that more than 90% of the sessions and 50% of the requests to the IA's Wayback Machine came from robots. This high percentage of robots in the archives suggests that there is significant demand for content and link structure metdata about mementos and a significant portion of the current load on the IA's Wayback Machine could be offloaded to an API. We used Memento protocol notation [4] . Memento is an extension for HTTP protocol to allow the user to browse the past web as the current web. More details about ArcLink can be found in [2] .
ARCLINK STAGES
ArcLink is a distributed processing system to pre-process the link structure information from the archived web collections and create a temporal web graph. ArcLink has four main stages: filtering, extraction, storage, and access.
Filtering Optimization
The goal of the filtering optimization is to reduce the size of the input corpus to focus on the snapshots that carry link structure information. The input for the ArcLink system is a list of the URIs within a collection. For Heritirix 2 -based web crawlers, the URI list could be found in the crawler log entitled "CDX file"
3 . ArcLink uses this log to create a unique list of mementos that will contribute to the web graph. Reducing the input size will improve the extraction time and the required storage space. The following set of filtering rules could be used: HTTP Status, Content Mimetype, Resource extension, and Content checksum. Filtering rules are written with PigLatin script that is capable of loading the CDX file fields, then applying INCLUDE/EXCLUDE filters.
The experimental results showed that 75% of the mementos had HTTP status 200; 33% were for embedded resources, (e.g., images, stylesheets); 61% were duplicates. Finally, applying all rules showed that the efficiency was so significant to reduce the input records to 29% of the original size.
Extraction Optimization
Optimizing the extraction stage focused on two things: the creation of the URI-ID, and extraction mechanism (data source and tools). ArcLink generates a unique ID for each URI as the following: first, canonicalized the URI into SURT format 4 ; second, ArcLink encodes this canonicalized SURT string using SimHash with a length of 128 bits. Using this 1-1 mapping between the URI and the ID gives the ability to incremental and distributed processing for the same URI on different cycles or different machines because the ID generation depends on the URI only.
ArcLink can extract the link structure from three sources based on the availability of the input: Web ARChive file (WARC ), Web Archive Metadata file (WAT ), and Web Archive UI. The experimental results showed that using WARC as data source took 61% of the time required for page scraping the Wayback Machine HTML interface.
ArcLink uses a partition technique to avoid simultaneous multi-access to the same file that affects the performance of the extraction. ArcLink uses unix commands (sort and split) to partition the input files to ensure single access to the WARC file per task.
Storage Optimization
ArcLink preserves the structure of the extracted links for future access using a database which will be the repository of the link structure information for any further experiments. We built Content-centric temporal web graph. In this schema, we replaced the U RI − R with the checksum for the content for this memento. The duplicate mementos have the same content (with same checksum) which evolve to the same vertex. This schema focused on the content and will avoid having duplicate nodes. This schema was easily implemented using Cassandra db "Super Column Family" feature.
The content-centric schema focused on the content more than the URI. The same checksum may belong to one URI in one timestamp (unique memento), one URI in different timestamps (duplicate mementos), or different URIs in different timestamps (duplicate content). We found duplicate content was common, for example, the Olympics collection has 23K+ mementos that have custom "Page not found" responses that return 200 instead of 404. In the regular web graph, each one of these snapshot will have one vertex that has the same outlinks.
Access
ArcLink provides APIs to enable the applications to access the link structure information. ArcLink delivery method depends on REST web services. ArcLink response is annotating the U RI − R with the outlinks and inlinks predicates through the time.
ArcLink APIs interface is in RDF/XML format that could be aggregated with other ArcLink instances that carry information about the requested U RI − R. The aggregation could be done on the response level to give each ArcLink implementer the freedom to adjust the implementation details based on the requirements and capabilities.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented ArcLink, a distributed system to construct, preserve, and deliver the temporal web graph for large-scale web archives. ArcLink extends the current Wayback Machine with APIs interface to access the link structure metadata on fine-grained level. ArcLink optimization techniques reduced the input corpus to 29%, extracted efficiently from the WARC files with 61% of the regular page scraping, and deliver the link structure in RDF/XML format.
